
 
 

Navy League Leg. Affairs Weekly Round-Up – December 8 

As we mark 76 years since the attack that killed 1,000 sailors and marines at Pearl Harbor, we reflect on how 
best to support our Sea Services. Members of Congress are debating today how to put into practice an 
agreement that our military needs funding stability, add your voice to those calling for sanity. - Ryan 

Update on Defense funding 

As the 2018 NDAA is presented to the President for his signature, actual Defense funding is less certain. With 
a grand spending deal to fund the government off the horizon, and many appropriations bills still languishing in 
the Senate, the previous three month continuing resolution (CR) expires today at midnight. In the meantime, 
Congress voted yesterday to approve another CR to fund the government until December 22, giving 
appropriators time to pass their final bills for Fiscal Year 2018. House and Senate Democratic leaders met with 
the White House yesterday to discuss a potential budget deal for 2018 that would lift the spending caps in the 
Budget Control Act (BCA). A deal is needed to avoid another sequester this year if appropriators in the House 
and Senate exceed the caps in their year-end bills.  There’s rumors of a CRomnibus again, funding defense for 
the entire year.  Based on the number of HASC Republicans voting for the CR, we’re cautiously optimistic that 
assurances were made to that effect, though the Senate Democrats have already stated they would oppose 
those efforts. 
Meanwhile the Navy says it’s wasted $4 billion on continuing resolutions since 2011. “We have put $4 billion in 
a trash can, poured lighter fluid on it, and burned it,” Navy Secretary Richard Spencer said in remarks at a U.S. 
Naval Institute forum in Washington. As we know from House Armed Services Chairman Mac Thornberry (R-
TX) “Every day we live under a continuing resolution is a day we do damage to our military.” Vice Chief of 
Naval Operations Admiral Bill Moran noted that CRs prohibit new-start acquisition programs and leave money 
in the wrong accounts, causing a cascading series of problems, including deferred maintenance. He argued 
that unstable budgets were at least partly to blame for the at-sea mishaps this year. Real Clear Defense has a 
full analysis of the FY2018 Defense Budget here. 

Navy League meets with Appropriators 

In over the last several weeks with members of the Appropriations subcommittee on Homeland Security your 
Navy League legislative team has made the case to fully fund the Coast Guard in the next disaster aid bill. The 
White House request for emergency funding for the Coast Guard was just less than half of the at least $1 billion 
they need to repair damage, replenish their operations account, and make housing and installations resilient for 
the next big storm. While the good news is that many of the committee members agree that the White House 
request was inadequate, we can’t take that to the bank. As you see above, Congress has dozens of things to 
focus on in December even without trying to pass tax reform. We need to keep the pressure on so that 
Members of Congress know there are citizens that find it unacceptable to not support Coasties after they risk 
their lives for us. Let them hear your voice! 

SAC-D 

The Senate Appropriations Committee passed their version of the defense appropriations bill.  A summary with 
highlights is here. 

Shipbuilders Caucus 

Wednesday morning the Navy League, along with the Shipbuilders Council of America and the Congressional 
Shipbuilding Caucus, hosted a breakfast and heard from keynote speaker Marine Corps Lieutenant General 
James Walsh. Lt Gen Walsh is the Commanding General of Marine Corps Combat Development Command, 
and Deputy Commandant, Combat Development and Integration. He hit many of the same themes we’ve been 
hearing from military leadership and Congressional Armed Service committee members: the Marines are 
seeking funding stability to stop deferring maintenance, and training. He discussed priorities of the Corps to 
make sure it has two fully equipped Expeditionary Brigades (MEBs) ready to fight, as well as outlook to adapt 
to evolving threats. Turnout was excellent, as the breakfast was attended by three active flag officers, and eight 
members including co-hosts Rep. Wittman (R-VA) and Rep. Courtney (D-CT). Senate Seapower Chair Roger 
Wicker (R-MS) and House Transportation Coast Guard Committee Ranking Member Rep. John Garamendi (D-
CA) also attended. We also had a few new faces that had been visited during the fly in, including Rep. 
Rutherford.  Great work on getting new members engaged—your efforts have paid off! 
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2017 Washington Defense Forum & Coast Guard holiday reception 

This week, we attended the Defense Forum Washington half-day conference.  Hosted by USNI, the speakers 
included Secretary of the Navy Richard Spencer, Deputy Secretary of the Defense Bob Work, a panel of former 
surface warfare captains discussing recent collisions, and Admiral Moran, Vice Chief of Naval 
Operations.  Most of the discussions focused on readiness.  SecNav stated that due to continuing resolutions, 
the Navy has wasted $4 billion and urged a return to regular order and steady budgeting.  Bob Work gave a 
“state of the world” big picture discussion, focusing on rising global threats and how unready the U.S. is, with its 
irregular funding and lack of true investment.  We encourage you to watch the full event here. 
  
National Executive Director Jim Bruns and staff attended the Coast Guard holiday reception.  This normally is 
not news, but we wanted to share with you how many exciting things we heard about you, including that they 
give us full credit for the restoration of USCG funds back in February, shared stories about their interactions 
with local councils (one Coastie who had been based in Savannah, where there’s no Navy presence, talked 
about how great it was to get the full force of the Navy League’s attention), and more.  They are so grateful for 
everything you do for them---you really matter to them. Thank you. 
  

 
ARABIAN GULF (Dec. 2, 2017) Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Equipment) 3rd Class Philip Powell readies an E-2C 

Hawkeye assigned to the Sunkings of Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron (VAW) 116 for launch on the flight 
deck of the aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71). Theodore Roosevelt and its carrier strike group are 
deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations in support of maritime security operations to reassure allies and 
partners and preserve the freedom of navigation and the free flow of commerce in the region. (U.S. Navy photo by 

Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Rachael Treon/Released) 

Other stories of interest: 
Navy Completing Only Half of Missions -- And May Have to Turn Down More – Military.com/Dec 6 
In the wake of two deadly ship collisions in the Pacific this summer, the Navy may have to take a hard look at 
how it's being tasked by top military brass around the world and what it can safely and sustainably accomplish, 
Navy Secretary Richard V. Spencer said this week. 
Analyst: With ballooning costs for a smaller Navy, can it really afford 355 ships? – Defense News/Dec 7 
The Navy wants 355 ships but budget trends raise questions about whether it could even afford to operate and 
maintain a fleet of that size, an influential defense budget analyst said Thursday. 
Since 1997, the cost of operating and maintaining a shrinking fleet has skyrocketed, said Todd Harrison, a 
budget guru with the Center for Strategic and International Studies. 
More Submarines and Less Aircraft Carriers: If the U.S. Navy Could Be Completely Rebuilt - National 
Interest/Dec 3 
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Reinventing America's navy, in short, could involve reshuffling priorities for future acquisitions, tactics, and 
operations. A strategy premised on starting with sea denial, deploying unconventional techniques to 
incapacitate adversaries' sensors and weaponry, and relegating the surface navy to secondary status would 
have seismic impact not just on the navy's warmaking methods and force structure but on its very culture. But a 
cultural revolution may be what the service needs to fulfill its ends while operating on a shoestring budget in a 
menacing world. 
Women in the Coast Guard – Military.com/Dec 7 
Think the Coast Guard is just about boats and rescues? Think again. 
It's also a place for women to shine. Here are just a few who make Coasties look awesome. 
There Is Nothing Wrong With the U.S. Naval Surface Force – USNI/Dec 5 
No justification could negate the negligence of a bridge team that resulted in loss of life. However, while the 
recent accidents are profound tragedies, for which our hearts deeply mourn the deaths of our shipmates, they 
are a function of probability and a culture of cost-based, calculated risk we created for ourselves. 
US is losing ground on technology superiority – The Hill/Dec 6 
A long-held military maxim is to take the high ground and hold it. That may be outdated in today’s electronic 
and high-tech battlefields, but that notion still holds true for scientific research and engineering. Research is the 
foundation for engineering invention, and that leadership in engineering underpins our national security and 
economy. Retaining the high ground in research and engineering is necessary to deter future conflicts, win 
future wars and maintain our standard of living. 
US Navy Is NOT Ready For Major War: Ex-Skippers, Bob Work – Breaking Defense/Dec 5 
WASHINGTON: The US surface fleet may not be adequately trained for high-intensity combat, four 
experienced former skippers and the former deputy secretary of defense warned a US Naval Institute 
conference here on Monday. 
Fix the Fighter Pilot Shortage: It Can Be Done – USNI/Dec 2017 
Military airshows capture the attention of children like little else. Kids line up to look at the airplanes, talk with 
pilots, and find out more about these incredible machines. And who can blame them? There’s no denying that 
being a military pilot is cool! However, for the past several years the Air Force and Navy have been challenged 
to attract and keep ample numbers of pilots. Military leadership has described this shortage as severe and 
acute, and admits the lack of pilots is degrading the country’s ability to fight and project power. 
Marines Crack Down On ‘Cruel, Abusive’ Hazing At Camp Pendleton – San Diego UT/Dec 1 
The Marine Corps crackdown on an epidemic of hazing at Camp Pendleton now includes at least one court-
martial decision. 
Trump's military buildup still a mirage – Politico/Dec 3 
SIMI VALLEY, Calif. — President Donald Trump came into office pledging the largest defense spending spree 
since the administration of Ronald Reagan — assuring the troops that they would see "beautiful new planes 
and beautiful new equipment." 
The Navy’s Much-Hyped Electromagnetic Railgun May End Up Dead In The Water – Task and Purpose/Dec 4 
It can fire a solid metal slug at speeds of up to 4,500 mph, or Mach 6. It can hit targets up to 100 nautical miles 
away. It’s capable of defeating incoming ballistic missiles and liquefying even the most durable enemy armor, 
the equivalent of a weaponized meteor strike fired from the world’s most powerful gun. After more than a 
decade of research and development and more than $500 million, the Office of Naval Research’s much-hyped 
electromagnetic railgun prototype is finally capable of flexing its futuristic muscles — but despite the swirl of 
science-fiction excitement surrounding the muscular new cannon, it will likely never see combat, Task & 
Purpose has learned. 
A congressional perspective on the Fitzgerald, McCain collisions [Commentary] - Defense News/Dec 1 
Unfortunately, the tragic collisions of both the U.S. Navy destroyers Fitzgerald off the coast of Japan and John 
S McCain near Singapore were preventable. Since these incidents, Congress and the Navy have worked 
together to assess why these collisions occurred and, more importantly, determine what fundamentally needs 
to happen to ensure they do not occur again. This is a time to step back and truly reassess the Navy’s surface 
warfare community, implement necessary changes and end some current, failing practices. 
14 Amphibs Tied Up In Maintenance, Exacerbating Shortfall in Available Ships for Marines’ At-Sea Training - 
USNI/Dec 1 
CAPITOL HILL – Nearly half the Navy’s amphibious ships are currently tied up in maintenance availabilities 
and the service would be several ships short of need if it had to scramble the fleet for a major contingency, in 
large part due to continuing resolutions and other budget challenges, top Navy and Marine Corps operations 
officials said today. 
In Return to Cold War Posture, U.S. Sending Sub Hunting Planes to Iceland – Foreign Policy/Dec 4 
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The Pentagon is preparing to spend millions of dollars to fix up a Cold War-era air base in Iceland as 
Washington rushes to keep an eye on a new generation of stealthy Russian submarines slipping into the North 
Atlantic. 
Navy Begs For Two-Year Budget (Not 2 Weeks) – Breaking Defense/Dec 4 
WASHINGTON: Congress should strike a budget deal to fund the federal government for at least two years, 
the Secretary of the Navy said today. The armed forces and defense industry need at least 24 months of 
predictable, stable funding so they can make investments and operate efficiently, Richard Spencer told 
reporters. 
Trump’s Seapower Contradiction - Real Clear Defense/Dec 5 
President Trump made many promises on the campaign trail, including one to greatly increase the size of the 
Navy. However, there is a “say/do” contradiction at work between Trump and expansion of American 
Seapower, one that manifests itself in his view of the role of the U.S. in the world, his key personnel choices, 
his view of the Russia threat, and his notable lack of public leadership necessary to build support for a larger 
fleet. 
Adm. Buzby: Media Missed the Story on Puerto Rico Sealift – Marine Exec/Dec 3 
In a speech at the International Workboat Show last week, Maritime Administrator Rear Adm. Mark Buzby took 
the mainstream media to task for its coverage of the Jones Act and the American maritime industry's support 
for Puerto Rico. 
Navy Commander Sentenced in "Fat Leonard" Scandal – Marine Exec/Dec 2 
Last month, the Navy confirmed that the scope of the “Fat Leonard” scandal is much larger than previously 
acknowledged. The sweeping fraud investigation has already led to criminal charges for 28 people, including 
two admirals and 19 other Navy officials, making it the largest fraud scandal in the service's history. The 
majority of these defendants have pled guilty. 
Interview: Rear Adm. Mark Buzby, US Maritime Administrator – MarineLink/Dec 6 
Rear Adm. Mark H. Buzby was appointed by President Donald Trump and sworn in as Maritime Administrator 
on August 8, 2017. Prior to his appointment, Buzby served as president of the National Defense Transportation 
Association, a position he has held since retiring from the U.S. Navy in 2013 with over 34 years of service. A 
1979 graduate of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, Buzby earned his Bachelor of Science in Nautical 
Science and U.S. Coast Guard Third Mate License. He was commissioned in the U.S. Navy in June 1979, is a 
graduate of the Joint Forces Staff College and holds master’s degrees from the U.S. Naval War College and 
Salve Regina University in Strategic Studies and International Relations respectively. 

 

 

 

RIO DE JANEIRO (Dec. 3, 2017) Quartermaster 3rd Class Meghin Warren reads bearings from a telescopic alidade 
aboard the amphibious assault ship USS Wasp (LHD 1). Wasp is transiting to Sasebo, Japan to conduct a turnover 
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with the USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6) as the forward-deployed flagship of the amphibious forces in the U.S. 7th 
Fleet area of operations. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Levingston Lewis/Released) 

 


